Get it all sterile!

Besides the sterile pre-packaged kits, Galaxy Fixation System offers all clamps and rods single-packed and sterile, except for the 6mm L-rod (cod. 936010). They can be ordered using the item code number preceded by 99- (e.g. 99-939300).

99-93501 Pelvic Sterile Kit

99-93502 Lower Limb Diaphyseal Sterile Kit

99-93503 Ankle Sterile Kit

99-93504 Galaxy Elbow Sterile Kit

99-93505 Galaxy Shoulder Sterile Kit

Wrist components

Joint mobilisation during treatment
\(\pm 20^\circ/\pm 40^\circ\) for improved functional recovery and patient comfort.

Radiolucency for appropriate fracture site visibility

Easy compression and distraction

Non Bridging

Bridging

In a world of trauma a Galaxy of solutions
Simple components, Infinite solutions

Easy and stable connection of rod to rod and pin to rod in one clamp.

Fast locking: snap in and tighten

Stability: internal spring and locking profile, designed to avoid sliding during surgery

Sterile kits and sterile single components

**FAST CLOSURE**

Fast closure is hand without the need of wrench

**FAST LOCKING**

Cinch closure in one step

**TORSIONAL STRENGTH**

Internal spring + Locking profile designed to provide high torsional strength on rod

**STABILITY**

Internal teeth + spring to provide “friction clutch” between the 2 parts of the clamp to avoid sliding during surgery

**STERILE KITS AND STERILE SINGLE COMPONENTS**

- **93010 Large**
  - To be used with 12mm Rod and 6mm shaft bone screws
  - Allows parallel screw positioning either in T or in a straight clamp configuration

- **93020 Multi**
  - To be used with 12mm Rod and 6mm shaft bone screws
  - Allows parallel screw positioning either in T or in a straight clamp configuration

- **93110 Medium**
  - To be used with 9mm Rod and 6mm shaft bone screws
  - Allows parallel screw positioning either in T or in a straight clamp configuration

- **93310 Small**
  - To be used with 6mm Rod and 3mm or 4mm shaft bone screws
  - Allows parallel screw positioning either in T or in a straight clamp configuration

**GALAXY EXTENSION**

**GALAXY WRIST**

**TARGETING GUIDE**

The Targeting Guide allows positioning and fixation of the Wire Guide which can be bilateral parallel, converging or diverging according to the type of fracture.

**WIRE LOCKING CLAMP**

Consists of two disks which lock the 2.5mm Threaded Wire passing through the clamp

**ELBOW HINGE**

Allows identification of the center of rotation of the elbow. Rotation extension (up to 175°) and micrometric distraction (15mm) of the joint

**WIRE LOCKING CLAMP**

Consists of two disks which lock the 2.5mm Threaded Wire passing through the clamp

**ELBOW DISTRACTER**

To distract the joint intra-operatively in case of elbows stiffness
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